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The focus of this thesis is the rock art of Nevada, a state in the western United States.
While the previously dominant models of rock art interpretation (hunting-magic and
shamanism) have produced significant bodies of research, I argue that both are based on faulty
Anthropological theory and produce theorisations which are one dimensional because of the
focus on rock art imagery at the expense of site contexts. Because meaning is not derived from
the images themselves, but is rather derived from the social contexts of use and production,
it is these which must be reconstructed and which will elucidate the imagery. Therefore, it is
necessary to examine the details of rock art site contexts, rather than simply select a model and
apply it to the site regardless of fit. In short, rock art must be approached as archaeology,
albeit informed by ethnography when possible. In this thesis I examine in detail the official rock
art site records for the state of Nevada and identify patterns in the contexts and distributions
and examine variation and similarities throughout the state. Based on these, I suggest
alternative analyses of Nevada's rock art and discuss the role that it may have played in the
colonization of the Americas; the symbolic construction of social and ethnic identities; the
identification of ritual spaces in pre-history; and the significance of rock art to modern Native
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contributed to our understanding of past human behaviour and each continue to provide the
foundations of thought provoking and important research in the Great Basin and beyond. It
is hoped that this study can add to debate, not merely by critical appraisal of these approaches,
but also by raising new questions.
Hunting magic dominated the field of rock art studies throughout the world for much
of this century, its longevity inextricably connected with the Abbe Breuil (1952). The
significance of this perspective is demonstrated by the fact that during the early 1960s it was
adopted in the Great Basin (Heizer and Baumhoff 1962) just as it was going largely out of
favour in Europe (Whitley and Loendorf 1994:xii). This perspective was inspired by
observations of magical rituals in Australia (Ucko and Rosenfeld 1967:124-126) and follows
the ideas of sympathetic magic (Frazer 1922) by suggesting that rock art was created as a
means of ensuring success in the hunt, or to challenge dangerous animals. It was thought that
animal imagery depicted in rock art represented game animals, while abstract imagery was
"'read' as wounds, arrows, traps, or hunter's huts" (Conkey 1989:136). Hunting magic was
only seriously challenged in the 1950s and 1960s in Europe by the pioneering structuralist
analyses of Laming-Emperaire (1962) and Leroi-Gourhan (1968), although this approach has
never played a significant role in Great Basin rock art research.
With the general trend towards positivistic epistemologies and methodologies in the
social sciences in the 1950s and 1960s, archaeological research became focussed on an
empirical, quantifiable approach, a trend which had begun much earlier (Molyneaux 1977).
American processual archaeologists, while acknowledging an interest in 'ideo-technic'
behaviours and artifacts (Binford 1962), were, by and large, convinced that the explicitly
scientific goals of archaeology were not best served by dealing with such immaterial artifacts
as rock art, which were at best problematic. Archaeology "with a capital'S'" (Flannery 1973)
became the goal, one that has since been described as 'physics envy' (Sapolsky 1997:47).Chapter 1: Contextualism and Rock Art
Consequently archaeology repeated the mistakes of the New Geography which had,
"attachjed] such merit to quantification as to confuse ends with means, industriousness with
intellectual achievement" (Sauer 1938:381), in its search for universal laws of human
behaviour.
The flaws inherent in the New Archaeology project are well known (e.g., Shanks and
Tilley 1987:31-37; Hodder 1992:19-32) and need not be discussed here. However, it is
sufficient to note that the New Archaeology's emphasis on objectivity and positivistic
methodology led to rock art research being generally pushed to the margins of archaeology
(Whitley and Loendorf 1994:xi) since its constituent elements (signs and symbols) are not
easily classifiable or quantifiable. Although archaeological research into rock art did continue
throughout the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, the field played only a marginal role in the
development and refinement of archaeological methodologies and explanatory theory.
The revival in archaeological interest in rock art may be largely ascribed to the
development of the shamanistic model (Vastokas and Vastokas 1973; Hedges 1976, 1983a,
1985,1987; Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1988). This approach's focus on vision imagery and
the individual experience of shamanistic episodes seemingly accords well with post-
processualist trends in archaeology. However, intolerance of competing perspectives (e.g.
Lewis-Williams 1999:89; Whitley, Simon and Dorn 1999:13; Whitley 2000:31) continues to
mask the diversity of rock art and stifle debate. A pluralistic environment is essential if the real
diversity of rock art functions and symbolic meanings is ever to be appreciated (Ucko and
Rosenfeld 1967). As Gibson (1986:2) has noted, a "frozen view is impoverished... we need
to see all the way around ... and take different points of observation."
A major problem with many interpretive approaches in current prehistoric rock art
research, is their heavy reliance on historic ethnography and their focus on the imagery itself
at the expense of context (Molyneaux 1977:45; Kinahan 1999:337). Ethnographic analogy is
of course an important source of ideas, and in some cases is critical for understanding the rockChapter 1: Contextualism and Rock Art
art of a region, especially the generally pivotal period of colonial contact. I discuss the
significance of historic rock art in Nevada in Chapter 8 and specific ethnographic information
combined with general anthropological theory may provide access to Native responses to
colonization. The use of ethnography, however, as the sole 'informed' source of interpretation
(Tacon and Chippindale 1998:6-8), especially for very old rock art, simply imposes the
ethnographic present on assemblages potentially made and used over very long periods of time.
This implies a lack of cultural dynamism, and a stagnant view of prehistoric peoples is created
(Monteleone 1998:28), where dynamic human beings are "reduced to an assumed sameness"
(Hodder 1992:149). This is especially problematic in a region such as the Great Basin where
many rock art sites represent palimpsests created over quite probably many thousands of years,
and where the relationship between the makers of rock art and the subjects of ethnography is
unclear (see Madsen and Rhode 1994; Rhode and Madsen 1994, for a discussion of the
difficulties of identifying prehistoric populations in the Great Basin). Even more lamentable in
the Great Basin is that the implication of seamless cultural continuity also denies the level of
cultural loss endured by Native peoples at the hands of colonial powers.
The general problems with ethnographic analogy are well known, and both Wylie
(1985,1989) and Lewis-Williams (1991) have discussed ways of strengthening analogy. But
it is important to recognize that, like other cultural practices, the reasons that rock art was
produced and the meanings and exegeses attached to it, have changed through time. The social
and environmental context of rock art must be recovered and reconstructed, not assumed on
the basis of historic ethnography. By approaching rock art as archaeology, rather than
ethnography, I believe that rock art can inform specific questions in the distant past and replace
timelessness with an understanding of dynamic historical processes. This is not to imply that
historic ethnography and contemporary indigenous accounts are without value or have no
place in rock art studies (Quinlan and Woody 2000a). However, the current enthusiasm for
putative indigenous understandings, though well intentioned, neglects that human populationsChapter 1: Contextualism and Rock Art
more specific archaeological questions such as the original colonization of the New World. I
follow this by discussing how a clearer recognition of past ethnic groups may be possible
through rock art, thereby allowing a better understanding of complex questions of prehistoric
population movements. Rock art may also allow the identification of ritual space among
hunter-gatherer populations that commonly leave little ritual residues, and the role that ancient
rock art may play in the process of building social identities of modern Native American
populations is also explored. And finally, in Chapter 11,1 conclude with a discussion of
important future directions in rock art research. It is my belief that rock art must be considered
from a variety of angles, not from a single perspective. From this we may better understand
how rock art symbolism was used by the prehistoric inhabitants of Nevada "to structure and
regulate inter-personal behaviour" (Renfrew 1994a:6).
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Also, importantly for this study, each person apprehends the environment and the
landscape which surrounds them in terms of the "permanence [that] underlies the change"
(Gibson 1986:13), in much the same way as other people do now or did in the past. This
permanence may help to legitimate whatever meanings are held in the rock art because of its
permanence and placement on enduring surfaces (Tacon 1994:126) in a sense creating history
(Bradley 1993:2). The perception of the environment and the landscape is in some ways both
familiar because of its regularity and shared because the "affordance, being invariant, is always
there to be perceived [and] offers what it does because of what it is" (Gibson 1986:139).
Landscapes then have a certain familiarity to individuals and because there are no distinct
breaks or radical changes, individuals move through the landscape with certain expectations,
even in a new area where they may never have been before.
Because there is a permanence to the layout of the terrestrial environment we are able
to sense changes whenever they occur which do not follow our expectations, because we do
not perceive "the flow of empty abstract time... but processes, changes, sequences" (Gibson
1986:12-13). This sense of familiarity and expectation is important for this study in helping to
understand the ways in which human beings come to identify with certain areas as a process
of habitual movement through a known landscape. It is also important for building a model of
expectations that might have been held by those entering a new area for the first time. As I will
discuss below (Chapter 10), these expectations may have guided the selection of rock art sites
by the first inhabitants of the New World and helped to identify significant places as they were
encountered.
Like Merleau-Ponty (1962), Gibson (1986:43) suggests that we view the world from
our own body, but adds that the "idea that each observer stands at the centre of his or her
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a regular basis) may be the site of social reproduction, "Ritual that binds people together is a
critical component of the aggregation / dispersion pattern." Periodic aggregations of hunter-
gatherers is an extremely common pattern, and while ecological factors may promote
aggregations, "the social and ritual components of aggregations should not be minimized"
(Conkey 1980:609).
Ingold (1987:144-145) also suggests that spatial positioning of regions of occupation
and utilization are negotiated on a regular basis, either through large public gatherings (i.e.,
annually) or through frequent visits to the camps of neighbouring groups. To do otherwise,
that is to use an area and its resources without advertising one's presence, would be a
transgression and viewed with great suspicion. It is the communicative nature of territorial
behaviour ("advertisement") "that allows the movement of people from one region to another
where seasonally available food resources could be found, usually having been informed of the
promising harvest by residents in its vicinity" (Steward 1938:254). An unwillingness to
communicate is seen as inherently aggressive among peoples where "less precise boundaries
implies lack of conflict" (Williams 1982:146) and where delayed reciprocity is the rule. Ingold
(1987:146-147) suggests that this type of advertisement is especially necessary where the
communicating parties are not in direct contact.
Hood (1996:122) has suggested that all landscapes are "perceived and categorized into
culturally relevant entities," and places are given meaning which affect the interactions between
those people and the landscape. For hunter gatherers travel is along paths that have been
traversed with destinations that are known. Knowledge about these important places passes
from generation to generation because as Heidegger (1977) points out, the awareness of places
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4.1.1 Hunting magic in Europe
The hunting magic model was stimulated by the desire to find a more meaningful
explanation than "idle doodling" or "mindless decoration" for European parietal art. The
character of European cave art (the restricted content of its imagery and the apparently
meaningful selection of locations painted), suggested some significant purpose underlying its
production and use. Spencer and Gillen's (e.g., 1899) reports concerning the performance of
ceremonies to guarantee and increase the number of animals hunted among Australian
Aborigines excited much interest. Reinach (1903) regarded this Australian information as a
powerful analogy for the Palaeolithic peoples of Europe since Aborigines were widely seen at
that time as the most primitive modern humans and thus relics of the earliest human societies
(e.g., Frazer 1922:63).
Reinach characterized Palaeolithic cave art as predominantly representing food animals
and being located in areas of caves difficult to gain access to (Ucko and Rosenfeld 1967:124).
Believing that non-Western populations commonly believed that it was possible to exert
magical control or influence over subjects represented in art or by objects, Reinach interpreted
cave art as the remains of sympathetic magic rituals. Cave art functioned to increase the
number of food animals and/or to aid in the hunting of them. The theory of hunting magic
therefore fitted well with the prevailing conception of hunter gatherer life being one of
unremitting struggle and implied what would now be considered aMalinowskian (1925:82-83)
view of the use of magic in situations where technology fails. Reinach's interpretation was
eagerly adopted by Brueil and Begouen whose influential position in the study of European
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(1990:246) regards many characteristics of Palaeolithic art as depictions of such cues which
aid in the cognitive development of "search behaviours" in children. He also tracks the process
of decision making as it applies to hunters individually and in groups and how those decisions
allow them to become more successful in their pursuit. His "eco-psychological" approach,
based on information and optimal-foraging theory, is largely related to maximizing returns for
minimum investment of energy. Hunting skills are not simply passed on to others via the
paintings in an archival or narrative sense, but instead "place the art into its ecological context
and the hunting into its social and cognitive context" (Mithen 1990:198). This approach has
recently been adopted by Matheny, Smith and Matheny (1997) in the Great Basin to suggest
that aspects of bighorn sheep ecology are represented in the rock art of Nine Mile Canyon,
Utah.
Clearly, this model reproduces the logic of rock art functioning as a means of securing
hunting success which lies at the heart of hunting magic. It suffers from the idea that rock art
is somehow a formal part of the training of children. This may reflect the bias of researchers
from societies where cultural information and practical knowledge are largely transmitted in
highly formalized social contexts (schools and universities) and through the medium of
language. In most non-industrial societies learning, even very highly skilled practices, is not
transmitted through explicit tuition, but is acquired via imitation and tentative participation
(Bloch 1998:7). This model fails to consider why information should be transmitted this way
when practical consciousness is largely developed in the routines of daily life (Giddens 1984;
Bourdieu 1977).
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1997:323), a somewhat essentialist perspective. Why shamans would make rock art is
something that has only been addressed more recently. A number of explanations have
emerged, principally that shamans made rock art:
1. To record important vision experiences (Whitley 1994c:5).
2. To relate their experiences to non-shamans (Dowson 1994b).
3. To legitimate the shaman's ascendant political role (Dowson 1994b).
4. To stimulate trance states (Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1990:11-12).
Recently however, Lewis-Williams (2000) and Dowson (1999) have both independently
suggested that the presence of entoptic imagery is not sufficient to indicate ASC, but without
suggesting alternative means of identifying trance related arts.
4.3.2 Critiques of the Neuropsychological Model
Although the neuropsychological model has enjoyed considerable popularity, anumber
of problems have been commented upon since the publication of this very influential paper
(Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1988) which have never been adequately addressed. Clearly
some feel uneasy with a model that assumes an inevitable connection between rock art and
trance states. As Layton (1988:226) noted, "While altered states of perception may induce
universal images, they do not inevitably produce rock art." The model's reliance on such basic
geometric forms as indicators of an art's connection with ASC has also provoked much
criticism (e.g., Bahn 1988; Davis 1988; Layton 1988). So elemental are these basic entoptic
forms that "their extreme simplicity suffices to explain their vast distribution" (Le Quellec
1999:28). Hence the model "attach[es] the greatest weight of evidence to simple forms ...
which contain [the] least visual information" (Layton 1992a:212). Consens (1988:221) points
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out that of thirty known phosphine categories, only six are included in Lewis-Williams and
Dowson's (1988) formulation, implying that entoptic phenomena less supportive of the model
were simply excluded from analysis. Bahn (1988:217) states quite correctly that "the theory
cannot fail simply because... in any collection of nonfigurative art there are bound to be lots
of marks that look like some or all of the six entoptic categories presented." Further, by
regarding iconic imagery as potential construals of entoptic elements "anything and everything
can be interpreted as a permutation of one of the rather casually defined entoptic 'types'"
(Davis 1988:223).
Indeed, it is open to question whether or not the six basic entoptic forms defined by
Lewis-Williams and Dowson (even if they are subjected to the "seven principles of
perception") inevitably refer to ASC when they appear as motifs in rock art. As Lewis-
Williams and Dowson themselves admit (1988:202), these fundamental entoptic forms can be
stimulated by "psychoactive drugs . . . fatigue, sensory deprivation, intense concentration,
auditory driving, migraine, schizophrenia, hyperventilation, and rhythmic movement." Such
phenomena are even stimulated by rubbing one's eyeballs and ordinary sleep (Oster 1970:83-
84, 85). How, then, can the non-trance sources of entoptic-resembling imagery be
distinguished from that with its origins in shamanistic practices?
Dronfield's (1993, 1995, 1996) attempts to define motifs diagnostic exclusively of
trance imagery demonstrates quite clearly that such analytical precision is simply not possible.
A comparison of arts known to have been produced to record induced vision experiences with
those known to have no association with trance states (Table 2) led Dronfield to conclude that
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is the usual material for mundane stone tools, but few would use this to argue for a basic
cultural continuity spanning some 10,000 years or longer. A much less elaborate explanation
is also equally possible, one that does not equate technological continuity with cultural
continuity, but it is rejected (Whitley, Simon, Dorn, Rechtman and Whitley 1999:235). Quartz
is very common in the desert west, and it is also an extremely hard stone (7 on the Mohs scale)
compared to the basalt (6 on the Mohs scale) on which many petroglyphs were made (although
in California a number of rock art sites are on granite-where quartz and quartz grains occur
naturally. Quartz makes an excellent engraving tool simply because of its hardness. That fact
and its widespread distribution is sufficient to explain its presence at settlement and rock art
sites, rather than hypothesizing that culturally distinct groups shared a homogenous belief-
system for some ten millennia (Amy Gilreath, personal communication, July 1999).
The most intriguing argument presented in support of cultural continuity is site re-use
and iconographic similarities over very long periods of time (Whitley, Simon and Dorn
1999:19-22; Whitley, Dorn, Simon, Rechtman and Whitley 1999:237-240). I will argue below
(Chapter 10.2.3) that in some cases the reuse of sites, the repetition of motifs and "renewing"
of older ones is one of the ways that social groups legitimate their own presence in the
landscape and access to resources. Such re-use establishes a link with the past in the places
where ancestors left their mark, creating a link through the place and the imagery found there,
and in doing so, create their own identities and history (Connerton 1989:48). However, re-use
of sites need not imply cultural continuity, once created monuments exert a pull even on
subsequent populations which do not share a cultural relationship with them (Bradley 1993).
This idea of connecting with the past or creating a new sense of place through the rock art is
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It should also be clearly acknowledged that whether rock art or any other product of
the past is a living part of the culture of modern Native peoples is not at issue. I will discuss
below (Chapter 10.3) cases where rock art has been incorporated into the culture of modern
peoples. And in an equally important sense, the past itself has become sacred to many modern
Native Americans. It is certainly true that understanding this process is just as important as
understanding the 'original' intent of the rock art.
Australia's original immigrants, like those who came to the New World, entered a
landscape where no other human being had ever walked. "Signs of a variety of animals would
have been visible but there would have been nothing to indicate purposive or even incidental
human activity" (Tacon 1994:117). Tacon argues that like all people, these earliest Australians
would have had a cultural sense of identity and relatedness which would likely have been
expressed through visual art. He suggests that their experience of the landscape "for the first
time" would have created future landscapes with knowledge passed down to succeeding
generations via (among other things) marks created on the land. Through time these marks
became layered allowing the identification of distinct periods, the oldest of which may have
"began to be attributed to ancestors who now are associated with landscapes as spirits" (Tacon
1994:118). Tacon seems to assume, however, that these first Australians would somehow
know that they were "the first" and alone in a landscape without other human beings. I would
argue that the opposite could be true, and that signalling to unknown (but expected) others
may have been one original motivation for rock art, in addition to the functions of construction
and communication of social identities.
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term participant observation. The focus of anthropological interest was pre-colonial Native
American life-ways, a subject that participant observation could not address some 50-90 years
after White settlement. Instead, extensive interviews with elderly Native American consultants
produced 'culture element distribution lists' which recorded traditional, pre-contact cultural
practices (Arkush 1999:50-51). Kelly (1964:iii) described the approach used as "unabashedly,
how-it-was-in-your-grandfather's-time," and a check-list of presence or absence of certain
culture elements was produced.
Regardless of these limitations, Steward's work in the 1930s, and that of others from
the University of California Culture Element Distribution Survey, forms the basic framework
for most of what is known of historic aboriginal practices in the Great Basin. "The single most
influential study of Great Basin peoples" (D. Fowler 1986:29) was Steward's 1938 work on
aboriginal socio-political organization. In it he described a general set of characteristics of a
gathering and hunting economy, focussed on widely scattered and often unreliable resources,
with limited material possessions, and very low population densities due to the restraints of the
environment. Diet included a fairly wide variety of gathered plant foods, in addition to small
and some larger game, some of which was hunted communally. Political organization did not
extend beyond families except for temporary task-specific positions which developed when a
communal hunt or large social gathering needed to be organized. These roles of leadership
were temporary and dissolved when the specific function was over. This situation may have
changed more generally when Euro-Americans arrived and there was some consolidation of
tribal organization as a means of dealing with the European intruders, as has been noted among
the Washoe (d'Azevedo 1986b:469).
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Technology was similar among all of the groups, with chipped and ground stone tools
utilized for acquiring and processing foodstuffs, both plant and animal. Basketry was one of
the most important technologies available to prehistoric and historic peoples of Nevada and
the Great Basin, where various plant fibres were abundant and skills of manufacture were
honed to the highest degree. Basketry functioned in a variety of tasks including gathering,
cooking and processing food, storing food and possessions, and transporting both possessions
and infants. The introduction of pottery came to Nevada only much later, around AD. 700, and
was only used in limited areas of the southern and eastern parts of the state, although pottery
was much more common in the eastern Great Basin (Utah) from as early as AD. 500.
Steward (1938) believed that this was a common pattern among all the groups that
occupied the Great Basin, with just a few distinctive exceptions, such as in the Owens Valley
(eastern California) and Reese River (north central Nevada). It is generally believed that the
same pattern had applied throughout the entire period of human occupation of the Great Basin
(Jennings 1957,1964; Aikens 1978; Cressman 1942; Thomas 1973) although the importance
of environmental variability and cultural diversity has become increasingly acknowledged
(Jennings 1964, C. Fowler 1982a).
Steward's consultants (and those of other ethnographers at the time) suggested to him
that they and their immediate ancestors did not have anything to do with the creation of the
rock art found locally, and had no knowledge of who had created it or why (Steward
1929:224). In some cases they attributed the art to Coyote, or other mythical beings (Steward
1929:224,1968:viii; Kelly 1932:137; Cressman 1937:73; Driver 1937:86; Stewart 1941:417,
418 and 1942:321). These statements have been recently challenged (see Chapter 4), but as
Bettinger and Baumhoff have suggested:
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and generally superficial (with some notable exceptions e.g., Nissen 1982; Green 1987;
Monteleone 1994; Woody 1997).
In the 1930s Steward (1937:406) noted that "when competent archeologists can be
enticed to set aside their spades long enough to ponder petroglyphs, we may expect a much
better understanding of this interesting subject." Sixty years later competent archaeologists
may not yet be throwing away their trowels, but there is growing interest in rock art from
within the archaeological community, inNevada and elsewhere. Although somewhat neglected
by mainstream archaeology for a number of years (Clewlow 1981:79; Schaafsma 1985:267-
268; Whitley and Dorn 1987:150; Whitley and Loendorf 1994:xii; Nissen 1995:73),
professional archaeologists are catching up with veteran avocational researchers who have thus
far provided the bulk of rock art research and documentation.
For this study I examined 1037 rock art site records in the state of Nevada and
constructed a relational database for analysis using Microsoft Access. Archaeological site
records for the state are housed either at the Nevada State Museum (in Carson City, Nevada)
or at the Harry Reid Centre (University of Nevada, Las Vegas), with a small number also
housed in the various land management agency offices across the state. While each agency is
required by law to provide copies of archaeological site documentation to the State Museum
for archival storage, in practice this is not always be done quickly, but in general the rule is
eventually followed. I feel confident however, that only a small percentage of Nevada's rock
art sites are not included in the current database as the number of new sites discovered recently
has dropped dramatically.
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professional and avocational archaeologists. It is hoped that such a project will result in
improved site records and fulfill the important goal of public education.
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county (n=5, Eastern region), one of which is a combination site (that is both petroglyphs and
pictographs). Three bedrock sites occur in Clark county (Southeastern region, all petroglyphs)
and one each is found in Washoe and Mineral counties (Western region, both petroglyphs).
A small number of rock art sites occur in mixed contexts (n=15, 3.18%), that is on
boulders and/or cliff faces in association with shelters or on boulders associated with cliff faces.
Again, Lincoln county has the highest number (n==6, three combination sites and three
petroglyph sites), Esmeralda county has two (both petroglyphs), and seven other counties have
one site each recorded as occurring in a mixed context (Churchill and White Pine each have
one pictograph site; Clark, Lyon and Mineral each have one combination site; and Lander and
Washoe have one petroglyph site each). These extremely low and varied distributions do not
seem to suggest any meaningful patterns, although perhaps the higher numbers of mixed
contexts in the Eastern region should be expected because high numbers of shelters occur
there. The relatively high percentage of bedrock sites (half of the state total) is also of some
interest if one considers rock art a system of visual communication. One might expect it to be
placed in situations where it could be seen more easily, whereas when it is on bedrock or other
horizontal surfaces a viewer would need to be nearly on top of the rock art to see it at all (the
same is true of rock art inside shelters).
Nearly 95% of all rock art sites in Nevada (where surface information is recorded)
occur on either boulders, cliff faces or in shelters, and in fairly even numbers. Boulder contexts
are slightly more frequent (n=161), usually sites are petroglyphs (n=146, 90.67%). They are
present in nearly every county (fifteen of the sixteen counties), Storey county only has one site
with surface type recorded as a mixed context of both boulders and cliff face. This is likely to
be a product of bias in the record and it is quite certain that Storey county also has rock art on
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Some interesting patterns emerge when these surface types are examined by region
(Appendix 6). In the Southeastern region nearly half of the sites with surface information
recorded (n=62, 41.06%) occur on cliff faces, a slightly smaller number occur in shelters
(n=47, 31.13%) and around half as many are described as occurring on boulders (n=32,
21.19%). In each of these cases the numbers are distributed fairly evenly between the two
counties (Clark and Lincoln) which make up this region (cliff faces: 32 Clark, 30 Lincoln;
shelters: 27 Clark, 20 Lincoln; boulders: 15 Clark, 17 Lincoln). Only in mixed contexts is there
some difference between counties where Lincoln county has six sites while Clark county has
only one, and in bedrock sites with Clark county having all three recorded for the region.
But while cliff faces are the most often recorded surface used for rock art in the
southeast, in the Eastern region (White Pine county) rock art sites with this information
recorded (n=45) appear to be predominately located in shelters (n=26,57.78%). One additional
site in White Pine county is described in a mixed context (26WP69, Katchina Cave), but it is
a painted shelter site with Fremont style rock art also occurring on the cliff face and boulders
outside the shelter. Only 11.11% (n=5) of the sites with this information recorded occur on
cliff faces alone (the same number as occur on bedrock outcrops) and only 17.78% (n=8) occur
on boulders alone. Of the six remaining sites with such information recorded, five are on
bedrock (11.11%, four petroglyph and one combination) and one is a pictograph in mixed
context (2.22%).
The use of shelters is not surprising in the Eastern region because they occur quite
commonly in the limestone formations, yet cliff faces are equally common but are used for rock
art much less frequently. Further, of the shelters in the Eastern region with rock art reported,
nearly all of them are pictographs (n=24,92.31 %). As will be discussed below, pictograph sites
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Rock art located on basalt is reported for all counties except Eureka (no doubt due to
the limited number of sites reported there), and somewhat more interestingly, White Pine
county (Eastern region). Here, 14 of the 20 sites with rock type specified are made on
limestone. These are predominantly pictographs in shelters, and only one is a petroglyph site
on bedrock and one a pictograph site in a mixed context (shelter, cliff face and boulders). The
six other site records for White Pine county which note rock type indicate that the rock is
granite (one combination site on bedrock; two pictograph sites on boulders and three
petroglyph sites on boulders). Basalt is much less common in the area but not completely
absent, so the lack of rock art on basalt in that area is interesting.
For the rest of the state it should be noted that when rock art was produced on basalt
(n=137), it was usually as petroglyphs (87.59%, n=120), and of these 88.33% are on boulders
(n=106). Only three sites occur in combination contexts (one of which is the important site of
Lagomarsino, Figure 3 above, which includes clifffaces and talus, or boulder slope), two occur
in shelters, three are on bedrock outcrops and six do not specify surface type. Although rock
art sites on basalt boulders are the most commonly reported sites, these are reported from only
four of the seven defined regions, Western (n=66, 80.49%), Northwestern (only one site in
northern Washoe county), Southwestern (n=9, 10.98%) and Southeastern (n=6, 7.32%).
Clearly the Western region is dominated by rock art sites on basalt boulders, occurring in every
county except Storey. But as mentioned above this is probably the result of biassed recording
for this county, and in fact, only one of the records for Storey county (n=44) specifies rock and
surface type.
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Sandstone
A distant second as medium for rock art is sandstone, with 20.42% (n=68) of the site
records noting its use. Obviously the distribution of sandstone will determine the number of
occurrences at least in part, and although rock art on sandstone is recorded in six of the sixteen
counties, all except four sites are in Clark (n=56,82.35%) and Lincoln (n=8,11.76) counties.
One site is recorded in both Esmeralda and Humboldt counties (both petroglyphs on a cliff
face) and one again for Elko and Washoe counties (both petroglyphs in a shelter).
The majority of sandstone sites (n=56) in Clark county are on cliff faces (n=l 9,33.92%
of the sandstone sites), with nearly as many (n=13,23.21%) in shelters. Of the sandstone sites
on cliff faces only one is a pictograph site and only four are combination sites, with the majority
(n=14) being petroglyphs. Sandstone boulder sites account for 14.86% (n=8) of the sandstone
sites in Clark county and fifteen site records (26.79%) which specify sandstone do not indicate
what type of rock art is present. None of the sites in sandstone shelters are pictographs, with
petroglyphs (n=7) and combination sites (n=5) only in that context, although one site record
indicates rock art in a sandstone shelter but not the art type present. This is not entirely
surprising because the number of pictograph sites generally in Clark county is somewhat less
than expected (see below), but it seems unlikely that recording bias can account for this low
number of pictographs on sandstone simply due to the relatively greater construction survey
in that county. The percentages of sandstone sites found in Lincoln county (n=8) are also quite
low, but like Clark county seem somewhat credible due to extent of survey, although here too
the number seems suspiciously low. In that county, 62.5% of the sites (n=5) on sandstone are
on cliff faces, with two pictographs, two a combination of pictographs and petroglyphs and one
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average valley bottom. The Southeastern region also has a smaller number of high elevation'
sites, although the separation between highest and lowest rock art sites is again quite dramatic,
where the lowest recorded site is 1450' and the highest is 6800', a separation of 5350 feet. In
this region, only 16.13% (n=l 5) sites are more than one thousand feet above the average valley
bottom (approximately 3800'). But 43.01% of the sites are located within one thousand feet
of the valley bottom and 40.86% (n=3 8) are located below the average valley bottom elevation.
This presents an interesting contrast with the rest of the state where nearly half of the sites
actually lie far above the average bottoms.
For example, in the Northwestern region, the average valley bottom is approximately
4000' in elevation, and 70.83% (n=17) of the site records with elevation information (n=24)
indicate that rock art sites are located one thousand feet above the average valley bottom. Of
those, 25% (n=6) are more than two thousand feet above the valley floor. In the Western
region the average valley bottom is around 3900', but 64.52% (n=140) of the rock art sites are
one thousand feet higher or more. The elevation range in the Western region is also dramatic,
with the lowest recorded site at 3800' and the highest 8080'. Likewise in the Southwestern
region 84.36% (n=27) sites with elevations recorded indicate that rock art sites lie above the
average valley bottom elevation (5000'), more than half of these (n=15) are located one
thousand feet above or more. In the Eastern region, 51.43% (n=18) of the rock art sites with
elevations noted are located more than one thousand feet above the average valley bottom
(6000'), and here too the separation between the lowest site (5560') and the highest site (9560
1)
is a striking four thousand feet. And finally in the Central region, where the average valley
bottom is around 5600' in elevation, 57.14% (n=8) of the site records with elevation
information indicate that the site is more than one thousand feet above the valley floor, only
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Various associated archaeological materials are described in only 23.53% (n=244) of
the site records (Table 9). This is without doubt an inaccurate number and a page by page
search of all the site records in the state (approximately 100,000 archaeological sites are
currently on file) would unquestionably turn up more rock art sites, more rock art sites with
associated materials and more archaeological sites that also have rock art noted in association.
But from the small number currently known to have such information, some interesting and
potentially important patterns can be detected.
6.2.1 Lithics
The general category of 'lithics' is most commonly reported in association with rock
art sites (n=188, 77.05% of those with associated materials described). Very rarely are these
'lithics' further described and are most likely the same as the sparse debitage scatter that covers
much of the Great Basin. Lithic scatters are reported at rock art sites in every county except
Douglas and Eureka. For the other counties the number of rock art sites with associated lithic
scatters is generally proportional to the number of sites in the county. For example, the four
counties with the highest number of sites (Clark, Lincoln, Mineral and Washoe) are also the
four counties with the highest number of site records that note the presence of 'lithics.'
But within these there is a very small number of sites with temporally diagnostic
projectile points described (n=12 sites [17 separate diagnostic points]), and although this is not
an appropriate means by which to date the rock art, it does begin to suggest possibilities for
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for certain panels because it is thought that they represent extinct Pleistocene animals (e.g.
Whitley, Simon and Dornl999:18). I firmly support the suggestion that rock art in the New
World should be expected to be as old as the period of its initial occupation (Woody 1999),
however under closer scrutiny such interpretation is generally revealed to be erroneous or
simply imaginative (Castleton 1984:194) and carefiil examination is needed to verify their
content.
7.2.2 Scratched
Scratched art is the final general category, and refers not to a specific type of motif but
rather a distinctive mode of production. This category is somewhat distinctive in content, being
mostly geometric motifs (such as grids or crosshatching), although there are some examples
of representational motifs as well, while circular motifs rarely occur in a scratched format. The
vast majority of Nevada's engraved rock art appears to have been done with an object which
produced a mark that is relatively broad and low in relief, although of course the variation is
great in terms of width and depth of lines. Scratched rock art, however, appears to have been
made by a relatively sharp and thin object. This should not immediately be thought to imply
that the imagery was engraved with a metal tool, as demonstrated by experiments done by Mr
Oyvind Frock (of Reno, Nevada; personal communication, April 2000). A variety of stone
scratching implements were tested and using a chert flake he was able to produce distinct and
controlled scratched petroglyphs on a variety ofsurfaces(i.e., basalt, granite, sandstone). Also,
in Lander county there is a scratched site where what are thought to be basalt engraving tools
were located near the panels.
Because of this, the automatic assumption that scratched rock art must have been
produced by a sharp metal object is not supported. Scratched rock art should therefore not be
automatically assumed to be recent in age, and there remains considerable disagreement on this
issue. Bettinger and Baumhoff (1982) suggested that the very distinctive nature of scratched
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rock art may indicate that it was produced by a different population from that which had
produced other rock art, which might represent the arrival of Numic speaking populations.
This was based on their opinion that scratched art was generally lighter in colour and was
superimposed on earlier rock art in an attempt to obliterate the earlier art, and in California this
seems to be generally the case (Robert Bettinger, personal communication, June 1998). Ritter
(1994) however has made a detailed analysis of scratched sites in Nevada and feels that
scratched art may have greater antiquity than earlier thought, as does McLane (personal
communication, May 1999). This may not alter the idea that it is the product of a different
population, since scratched rock art is so radically different from other petroglyphs. It could
suggest an earlier date of arrival than normally thought for Numic populations. However, it
might seem older because of scratched art's tendency to revarnish much more quickly than
other types of rock art (Alan Watchman, personal communication, July 1999).
Scratched rock art is found in eleven of the sixteen counties and in every region except
the northeast (Elko county, Table 19 and 20). Far more scratched sites are recorded for
Mineral county (n=33,38.37%) than any other county, withEsmeralda a distant second (n=12,
13.95%), followed by Lyon county (n=l 1,12.79%). Lander and Nye counties each
have six scratched sites (6.98%), Storey and Washoe counties each have five scratched sites
(5.81%), Clark and Lincoln counties each have only three (3.49%), Humboldt county has only
two (2.33%) and White Pine has only one (1.16%). These numbers surely reflect a certain
amount of bias because scratched rock art has become a special interest of Mr Alvin Me Lane,
and the area of his exploration is often Mineral and Esmeralda county, and Lyon county is
quite near to his home.
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but in general, non-representational motifs are found throughout the state. Basin and Range
Tradition rock art is the predominant style and is found at nearly every site in the state.
Historic motife are found primarily in the southern half of the state and scratched motifs occur
primarily in the western half of the state. In the next chapter I summarize the salient
characteristics of Nevada's rock art by region. This provides the background for the following
comparison of interpretive approaches in Chapter 9.
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pigments should be examined in more detail (see Chapter 11.1). Also unlike other regions in
the western part of the state, geometric and human forms dominate motif assemblages in the
Northeastern region. This represents an east:: west split in motif types which continues in the
Eastern region as well. Few animal motifs or circular motifs are known in the Northeastern
region, although there are of course striking exceptions to this, such as the beautiful and
unusual Chalk Springs site. This site is dominated by vulviforms but also has a number of
extraordinary motifs which might be considered large patterned cupules on a vertical tuff cliff
face (Figure 28 and 21).
8.1.3 Western Region
In the Western region, basalt dominates, but unlike the Northwestern region the
preferred surface is not cliff faces but rather is boulders. Basalt predominates as the preferred
surface for rock art and is four times more frequent than the next most numerous rock types
(tuff and tuffa). The selection of basalt may have to do with it being so commonly found in the
western part of the state, but it also makes an excellent surface which to engrave because the
inner material is generally much lighter than the surface which is scraped away during
petroglyph manufacture. The region is generally comprised of the eastern front of the Sierra
Mountains and large basins which were the bottoms of enormous Pleistocene Lakes. The
Sierras in the extreme west, rise quite dramatically to more than 11,000' from valley floors
which average around 4,000' (Grayson 1993:17). This area is again relatively well watered
with several flowing rivers and considerable winter accumulation of moisture in the Sierras.
Further east into Churchill and south into Mineral counties, there is somewhat less water,
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ago, which is marked by diagnostic projectile points (the Desert Side-Notch, one of which was
found at a rock art site) and pottery (found at only three sites, two of which also had
groundstone, groundstone alone appears at five additional sites).
In the Southwestern region we also to see a north:: south split in rock art which is very
similar to the east:: west split previously mentioned. Petroglyphs dominate assemblages, and
these are distributed more or less evenly on basalt (n=14), tuff (n= 12), and boulders (n=15),
cliff faces (n=l3) and shelters (n=l 1). The thing that is most striking in comparison to the more
northern regions is that even though exclusively representational sites (n=7) are only half as
common as those with non-representational images (n=14), sites with both motif types are
frequent (n=23). This increase in the number of sites with representational imagery is in
striking contrast to the northwestern and western parts of the state where these make up a
much smaller percentage of sites. Human figures appear at more than half of sites which record
motif information (^=24; 53%) and bighorn sheep (n=18; 23%) appear in higher numbers as
well. The numbers of sites with non-representational imagery remains high, but these are no
longer the dominant type of imagery.
8.1.7 Southeastern Region
Much of the Southeastern region actually lies outside of the hydrographic Great Basin,
and is dominated by the drainage areas of the Colorado River, which includes the Muddy and
Virgin Rivers (themselves fairly large). It is fairly low in elevation, averaging around 2,700' in
the valley bottoms, but like elsewhere in Nevada, high mountain peaks can still be found such
as Charleston Peak at 11,912* (Grayson 1993:16-17). The climate is subarid (like the
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there were 133 panels photographed at the site as a part of this study, and all of the panels that
could be identified fromNissen's record were examined. Of these, twenty-one panels (15.79%)
include imagery which might be considered representational. When the motif assemblage at
East Walker River is compared to that at Grimes Point, the differences are striking, although
the number of representational imagery is still relatively small. For example, at another site in
the Southeastern region (Mouses Tank, discussed below) representational images occur in
more than 90% of the panels at the site (n=19), often to the exclusion of other motif types.
Both the East Walker River and Grimes Point sites lie in historic Northern Paiute
territory, and like Grimes Point, East Walker River appears to be a habitation site based on the
presence of rock rings, groundstone and lithics. Both sites were associated with water,
although Grimes Point is approximately one thousand feet lower in elevation than East Walker,
and the lake on which it was situated is now dry, while the East Walker River still flows. The
most obvious environmental differences between these two sites is that East Walker River is
quite near the eastern foothills of the Sierra Mountains, whereas Grimes Point is situated in the
lowest basin in northern Nevada (Elston 1986:135).
The petroglyphs at Grimes Point appear overall to be very much older than at East
Walker, although both have more than one generation of rock art (based on visible differences
in patination). Also, the rock art at Grimes Point is more ambiguous, with primarily abstract
imagery, while the very distinctive rock art at the East Walker River site has imagery much
more specific in addition to more opaque motifs. Grimes Point may have been utilized by a
wide variety of early peoples, but when the lake and subsequent marsh were gone or the area
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was again covered by water, the site may have lost importance and rock art production
stopped. At East Walker River however, production may have continued because the location
remained important through time, perhaps due to the river. All of the representational motifs
at East Walker are in the most recent generation and may represent another group of people
who entered the area later and their attempt to claim the locality for their own. This may have
occurred during a period of increased regionalisation when populations began to settle into a
specific area and seasonal movements became more scheduled. A similar process is suggested
by Tacon in Australia (1993), and he relates changes in land use to stylistic changes in the rock
art.
Certainly more work needs to be done (see Chapter 11.1), including a clearer
documentation of the site and its surrounding environs. A theoretical approach which allows
analysis of differences or similarities in motif types within a single region can allow more
specific questions about changes in how Native peoples lived in the landscape to be addressed.
If rock art is seen as an integrated part of the lives of the people who created it, the capability
of addressing issues of culture change may be possible. Rock art can address such issues when
re-integrated into the cultural landscape and analysed within its foil cultural and environmental
contexts.
Comparing rock art motifs and distributions on a much larger scale allows very broad
distinctions to be seen state-wide. As mentioned above (Chapter 8) and as I discuss in more
detail below (Chapter 10), there is a definite and clearly patterned variation in the distributions
of representational motifs throughout the state. But in addition to this, other important
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art ofNorth America, and many researchers automatically assign it to the Archaic. The logical
argument for an Archaic age for rock art is foirly simple and persuasive. The Archaic was a
time of explosive diversity of material culture and behaviours in the New World, and rock art
is thought to be just one more example of that diversity (Elston 1986:138). While the term
'Archaic' may be defined simply as 'older' or 'earlier,' in archaeological terms it implies a
specific time frame, which varies regionally, but nonetheless is after around six to eight
thousand years ago generally. Because of the archaeological specificity of the term, it may not
be appropriate to call rock art produced prior to that time by this term (i.e. Great Basin
Archaic; [Hedges 1982]) and as mentioned above (Chapter 8) a more appropriate term has
recently been coined, the Basin and Range Tradition.
For some reason, it has not been generally thought odd that the First Americans did not
bring an artistic tradition with them when they entered the New World. Why should we not
expect such a tradition when it is such a conspicuous part of the early archaeological record
elsewhere in the world? Gamble (1991) for example has argued that art was not a part of the
process of socializing newly occupied landscapes. He compares the lack of art in newly
occupied regions of Europe with the lack of art in the earliest occupation periods of the New
World, but bases this comparison on Martin's now highly contested model of Pleistocene
overkill. Martin (1973) hypothesized that the dramatic extinctions of megafauna which
occurred in the New World at the end of the Ice Age were due to immigrant hunters, who
thrived in the relatively temperate North American climate and spread explosively across the
continent. In his model early Native Americans, following large herds, briefly attained a density
sufficiently large to overkill their prey, which led to a population crash (Martin 1973:970).
Martin models a wave of advancement across the North and South American continents
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The powerful connection to the land felt by indigenous peoples develops through
recounting significant events in the past that tie specific places cosmologically to oneself and
one's kin through mythology and oral histories, with the material locations of these events
acting as pneumonic devices for social history. Rock art sites may have played an important
role in Nevada by helping to create social landscapes and relationships between agents actively
constructing their landscape and colonizing the land, as they did in Australia (Smith 1992).
These relationships would become legitimated by establishing a connection to the place where
important events occurred, traditions created and maintained through time by re-enactment or
the construction of myth and oral histories. Furthermore, since the First Americans doubtless
carried oral traditions and origin stories with them, new places in the landscape may have fitted
the descriptions of significant places from their own cosmology, allowing the identification of
mythological locales to be made.
Deliberate marking of the landscape by fully mobile people suggests that in spite of
their own social and economic mobility, they chose to leave a permanent indication of their
presence (Conkey 1987). To argue that they did not intend at least engravings to be permanent
would be to imply that they did not understand the qualities of stone, which seems implausible
(Tacon 1994:126). Rock art may be the only deliberate attempt to make such permanent marks
on the landscape by the earliest people of the Great Basin. They did not construct monuments
of other types, they did not farm (although there is some indication that in some areas natural
plant resources were 'tended' or burned off to encourage growth), and they did not build
permanent living or storage structures (with the typical exception of the later Fremont and
Anasazi). But the earliest arrivals in Nevada may have made rock art and through it introduced
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a sense of time and history into the landscape (Tacon 1994:126). The social relationships
negotiated through rock art would have been naturalized and legitimated through the
permanence of the medium and the landscape itself, the legitimacy of the relationships
validated by time (Mine 1986:87).
Since only certain locales were selected from the wide choice available indicates the
selection of place was purposeful and meaningful. These places would have accumulated
meaning through time, and through publicly witnessed rituals where symbols are shared and
commemorated, communities recreate themselves (Durkheim 1926; Radcliffe-Brown 1952;
Turner 1967,1969; Cohen 1985; Connerton 1989). Social relationships are mediated through
symbols shared or differentiated (Weissner 1989). This social identity and the relationships
between the people who share symbols are legitimated through reference to the past (Bloch
1977, 1986). Places where the ancestors had left their mark would become points of
articulation between time and space through re-use (Basso 1996:62).
Rock art may have played a role in providing the performative context within which
ritual negotiation and legitimation of relationships could occur, locales selected because of an
adequate resource base to accommodate the large number of participants (McDonald
1993:85). Through time, these places may have taken on a special importance, the rock art
drawing people to it as the locality where important social functions should occur. In this way
the rock art and the manipulation of rock art motifs may have been instrumental in the shaping
of social relationships through reference to the past and the place. Marks originally created to
signal the presence of newcomers or to ask permission for access to resources would become
through time the marks of the ancestors and a part of the cultural landscape created by them
for subsequent use by their descendants (Tacon 1994:118).
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characteristic and I would think that when present it would be noticed and would be remarked
upon since this is the only real way of estimating relative ages of motife.
Many sites simply appear to of be only a single generation, but this does not of course
mean that these sites were not utilized over extended periods of time. Rock art may simply not
have been produced each time the site was visited. Once a place had been adequately
'socialized' there may not have been any forther need to add to the rock-art, unlike in some
places (e.g. Australia) where re-touch is often required (Layton 1992b:38). The span of time
that a site was utilized may also have been shorter than the amount needed for revarnishing of
differing levels to become visible, which can be very long in certain environmental contexts
(see Whalley 1983). Certainly based on visible differences in varnish alone we cannot expect
to have a fine enough resolution to discriminate between rock-art production over an extended
period of time (White 1994:50).
There is also the possibility that some sites were visited only once and rock art sites
may have been more generally avoided by those who did not produce the rock art. Such
avoidance may account for the general lack of knowledge regarding rock art by local
ethnographically documented Native American statements (Steward 1937:412), and in general
would be in keeping with some Native beliefs regarding potentially dangerous places in the
landscape (Steward 1929:229). This avoidance in general disputes expectations that important
places should remain important through time, but the attachment of supernatural potency or
danger is perhaps the same (Chapter 10.3).
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places because the old timers had been there" (Clarence De Garmo, personal communication,
January 2000).
In other areas the very common presence of groundstone at rock art sites has been
suggested to indicate the seasonally of site use, since groundstone are commonly thought to
relate to the activities of women and rock art is considered to be the exclusive domain of male
shamans, whose rituals are a winter event (Whitley 1998b:40). Alternatively, it is suggested
that groundstone may have been purpose&lly placed near rock art so that women (who are of
lower status) would be reminded while they worked that the rain which produced the plants
they gathered and prepared were brought by the ritual activities of males (who are higher
status [Whitley 1998b:58; 1998d: 120-121]). These explanations do not explain the presence
of other indications of domestic space and I would argue that we should not assume that the
two are not the product of the same person or related to daily activities. The tendency is often
to assume that rock art was supernatural in character, but that groundstone is not. However,
perhaps groundstone in this context is also suffused with power or rock art itself is not
necessarily powerful. Rock art may simply be seen as supernatural in nature because there
seems to be no obvious utilitarian explanation, while groundstone, found in spatial association
is assumed to require only a more mundane explanation. I would argue that the consistent
association of rock art with groundstone and other domestic debris might suggest that women,
too, could have produced rock art as a part of ritual activity associated with harvesting and
processing plants (Monteleone and Woody 1999:59), something often ignored (d' Azevedo
1986b:477). Or possibly, rock art is even related to even the simple, mundane activities of daily
life and not only the product of special ritual behaviours.
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resurrection of the practice of ritually marking and recreating a link with places in the
landscape where there were signs of the more distant past, or possibly attempting to re-
establish earlier practices in the face of potential social crisis.
I have suggested elsewhere that a revitalization or millennial movement may have been
one possible cause for dramatically increased ritual activity seen in other areas (Monteleone
andWoody 1999). ScbifBnanand Andrews (1982) and more recently Stoffle era/(2000) have
also suggested that some pictographs were one of the aspects of native culture that was
revitalized as a part of the Ghost Dance, the best known example of an historic revitalization
movement. A revitalization movement can occur in response to a variety of conditions, such
as environmental disaster, epidemic disease, war or invasion, that cause intense and sudden
disruption of social patterns. Wiessner (1989) explains how such conditions switch on a strong
sense of social group identity as expressed through an intense focus on traditional imagery and
the need for cooperation to attain social, political or economic goals. These types of
movements are fccussed on deliberate and organized attempts to return to a traditional, mythic
and perfect past, a 'Golden Age' (Wallace 1970:336). I would suggest that historic imagery
may have been a part of a revitalization movement or reverting to ancient methods as an
attempt to control a new and threatening situation. Revitalization may also explain why such
social anxiety was manifested as rock art production (although probably in association with
other traditional ritual activities such as singing or dancing). Older rock art may have been seen
as a tangible index of the past and as such a source of power. The resurrection of an ancient
ritual mechanism became important as an expression of revitalization while introducing new
imagery related to the crisis at hand.
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they now live from somewhere else. When they arrived, they encountered other people who
were already here and they drove them off (Fowler 1992:227-252; Sutton [1993] also reviews
some of these oral histories). Although it is also important to note that many Native Americans
also believe that they were created in the place where they Eve now.
These are the only rock art sites considered by the Native Peoples to have healing
powers, but unlike other places where power could be sought, among Northern Paiute peoples
the Doctor Rock was not used by those seeking doctoring powers for themselves (Fowler
1992:178). This is an important distinction and indicates that the places where power could
be intentionally sought were not necessarily the same places which were known to have healing
powers in their own right.
One logical means of answering the question of why the Doctor Rocks were not
thought to be dangerous like most other rock art, might be to examine the rock art itself.
Perhaps the imagery at those sites which were incorporated into local practices held some
meaning for historic peoples, while the imagery at other rock art sites did not. If the imagery
was incomprehensible it may have been considered dangerous, unknown things are often
feared. But on the other hand, if they could identify somehow with the imagery, it might have
been considered a benevolent physical manifestation of a mythical past (Barret 1999:26).
A closer examination of the rock art at these sites however does not reveal any
noticeable differences in their imagery and that of other rock art sites. At the pictograph site
in Pershing county, based on the drawing in Heizer and Baumhoff (1962:Figure 112a) the
motifc appear to be primarily circles connected by lines and so are not especially unusual. This
site is exceptional however, in being pictographs rather than petroglyphs and it is possible that
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This study provides the first consolidation and synthesis of existing data for Nevada
rock art since Heizer and Baumhoff s (1962) seminal study. As such it makes a critical
contribution to rock art research in Nevada, but also indicates one way that rock art research
more generally can become better integrated into the larger archaeological programme. It
establishes a foundation upon which future studies in Nevada can be based and against which
higher level analysis can be tested, and provides a model for other regions. It is however, only
a first step, and already further enhancements of the database which was built as a part of this
study are being made and requested by the various governmental managers of the public lands
in Nevada. This database will become an integrated part of the GIS based management system
currently being implemented by all federal and state agencies which manage these public
lands.
5
8 In this way a fuller understanding of Nevada's rock art will become possible, where
patterns of artifact co-occurrence and recognition of more subtle distributions of motifs or
types of rock art will provide a more complete understanding of the function and meaning of
the imagery.
As this study demonstrates, accurate and thorough recording of rock art locales must
become a priority. Rock art is a form of symbolism and like all symbolic behaviour derives
'meaning' from the context in which it is deployed. This context includes the behaviours, social
institutions associated with its production and use, as well as the physical environment in which
it was engraved or painted. Thus, an emphasis on thorough recording of rock art locales rather
58 In Nevada, more than 80% of the state is owned by the federal government, either the Bureau of Land
Management or the National Forest Service. Not many other places in the United States or other countries
have as high a percentage of publically owned lands.
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than being an exercise in naive empiricism is in fact essential if context in its fullest sense is to
be reconstructed. Fortunately, rock art recording projects are a practicable form of research
which can be undertaken despite the restrictions imposed by state and federal budgets for
archaeological exploration. Recording can also be done with the aid of willing volunteers and
Nevada is fortunate in having a large number of avocational archaeologists interested in rock
art. However, the focus on recording imagery needs to complemented with a focus on
recording the particulars of the physical environment in which the art was placed.
The study of rock art has been hampered by universalist theorisations, such as hunting
magic and shamanism, which have tended to impose interpretations that the imagery itself
continues to resist. The contextualized landscape approach advocated here is a useful
framework within which to analyse rock art, and further supports Firth's (1951:71)
observation that "Primitive art is highly socialized." Although not all people at all times
respond in the same way to the landscape or develop significant attachments to places within
it, all people do need a sense of community and the simple fact of human sociality might
explain why rock art played and continues to play vital role in the construction of Native
American identity. As Ricks (1996:42) suggests, "[r]ather than being associated solely with
vision quests or hunting expeditions (occupations which involve single individuals or small
groups), rock art appears to be associated with activities of larger groups, and serve a function
more social than individual." As I have shown, when using a thorough understanding of human
symbolic behaviour, rock art can be understood as a means of social negotiation, or of "doing
things" in the social world.
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Traditionally regional variation in Nevada's rock art has been underplayed, partly
because research has focussed on imagery at the expense of site context. However, as Chapter
8 documents, while some broad variations in style and content can be noted, it is in site context
and the' supports' or' canvas' selected to bear rock art that certain interesting regional patterns
do emerge. In the Northwest, non-representational Basin and Range Tradition rock art
dominates. Sites are found commonly on basalt cliffs which suggests an open, public purpose
for its production and use. There is strong evidence of very long periods of production in the
region, and the rock art may have been a means of signalling to others. Re-use of the site
through time and the ambiguity of the imagery may have served to establish shared access to
resources. While to the south in the Western region, basalt again dominates, but rock art
occurs most commonly on boulders, and again, the Basin and Range Tradition is dominant.
Many of the sites are seemingly associated with domestic or camp contexts which suggests a
rather different purpose for the rock art, but again there is little stylistic variation. In the
Southwest however, there is an increase in the number of sites with representational imagery.
This is in striking contrast to the northwest and west where these make up a much smaller
percentage of sites. Human figures appear at more than half of the sites in the southwest and
bighorn sheep appear in relatively higher numbers as well.
In the Northeastern region, most rock art is found in more secluded situations, in
shelters or caves. This no doubt contributes to the large percentage of pictographs found there.
Unlike in the West, human forms are common and based on the location may have served as
a mark of ownership of the cave or shelter, or some other more esoteric purpose. The Eastern
region also has a large number of rock art sites in shelters and again there is an unusually high
number of pictographs. But here, pictographs outnumber petroglyphs by more than 2 to 1.
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In an attempt to do that, various theoretical approaches have been advocated in the
past, with hunting magic and shamanism being the most dominant. Both of these models have
been important in the Great Basin, as elsewhere, and both have contributed to interesting and
important work. But as shown above, both lack the ability to inform specific rock art motifs,
sites or distributions. The hunting magic hypothesis does attempt to address the important
issue of why rock art was created in specific locations, an issue not generally addressed by the
shamanistic model. The hunting magic hypothesis suggests that rock art occurs in hunting
locales and one might expect that motifs should depict prey animals. The model however fails
in its distributional analysis simply because the association of materials which strongly suggest
domestic activities at rock art sites are overlooked. Based on an understanding of symbolism
as discussed in Chapter 2, however, it is clear that there is no reason to expect that rock art
produced as a part of hunting ritual should necessarily be restricted to only hunting locales. In
addition, as I have shown in Chapter 7, the occurrence of prey animals in the rock art of
Nevada is relatively rare. But again, the subject matter of Nevada's rock art would also not
allow one to support or refute the model because the images themselves may or may not
'mean' what they depict. There simply is no reason to expect only animals related to hunting
to be depicted in rock art, even if it were related to hunting ritual. In the end the model simply
cannot be supported or denied based on the rock art itself or on the locations where it is found.
Similarly, the shamanistic model cannot be supported or rejected by either the rock art
or its location. This model seeks to explain the selection of specific imagery, and not
necessarily the selection of locations (however see Whitley 1998a). But it too fails to explain
Nevada's rock art because as Dronfield's (1993,1996) research has shown there is no imagery
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I am currently involved with a large scale recording project at the Lagomarsino site
(see Figure 3), in cooperation with the Washoe Tribe Cultural Committee, with funding from
the Nevada State Museum and the United States Department of the Interior Western Regional
Conservation Department. This site, like many others, has never been recorded in detail. It is
hoped that this will be the first in a series of recording projects and I have helped to organize
a group of interested individuals (Nevada Rock Art Documentation Project) to that end.
From this fuller record it may be possible to examine variation in motif types by
elevation or other environmental variables. Larger sites may allow structural analysis or a test
of Bradley's (1991:80) suggestion that motif assemblages would be structurally simple in home
territories, but more complex at places where large gatherings would occur. More attention
to contexts may allow distinctions between public and private functions of rock art.
Differences in motif size or distances between motifs as well as analysis of superpositioning
might allow more insight into variation between regions and introduce a greater understanding
of cultural identity or a sense of history. Greater detail may help to identify the regional or
historical distinctiveness which lies below the surface homogeneity in Basin and Range
Tradition rock art, as well as allow more accurate identification of rock art that is associated
with known groups (e.g. Fremont).
Secondly, direct dating methods must be refined and tested in a wide variety of
environmental contexts. Two such projects are currently underway in different regions of the
state. The first is at Grimes Point, which may be among the oldest rock art in the state of
Nevada. The rate of re-varnishing however is unknown and may have been accelerated due to
the close proximity of water and an extensive marsh over a very long period of time. Varnish
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is somewhat unique in that it has clear indication of at least four separate generations of
production, possibly dating to 11,000 years ago based on associated diagnostic artifacts. The
other two sites are nearby (but currently unrecorded) and also share the characteristics of
Massacre'Lake and another site to the north which is known to be very old. This project will
help to establish whether or not the deeply carved rock art in that region is as old as that found
at Long Lake, which is to the north.
Also, the differences in distribution of pictograph, petroglyph and combination sites
suggest some interesting areas for future research. Pictograph sites most often occur in
shelters, and certainly the problem of differential preservation presents itself. Combination sites
(where both petroglyphs and pictographs occur) would seem to be the best means of sorting
out the relationships between these different media. I am currently involved with Mr Oyvind
Frock of Reno, Nevada in a test of the durability of mineral pigments which are mixed with
different binders (including fat, water and blood). In addition to this type of technical analysis,
a more simple study of superpositioning of pictographs and petroglyphs would help to establish
in a relative way if one type of rock art is older than the other or if they are generally equal in
age. These relative ages might vary by region or they may be the same, like many other things
this is currently unknown, but might shed light on rock art sequences in other areas of the New
World and certainly of the Desert West of the United States.
In addition to these current projects, other types of analysis could be built upon the
foundation of this study. For example, the regions defined here should be divided into much
smaller units of analysis, such as individual mountain ranges or valleys. This would enable finer
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resolution for motif distributions and sites locales, as well as a more complete analysis of
variation across the state. Analysis of motif types in different environmental contexts and with
or without domestic debris might also be the focus of analysis.
Certainly there is a great deal more work to do to better understand the rock art of
Nevada. This thesis is an important first step in that direction and will provide the fundamental
data from which to proceed. Much of Nevada's rock art is slowly disappearing through the
natural processes of weathering and exfoliation, but some is being more rapidly destroyed by
senseless vandalism (see Figure 2). Such acts are not only a federal offense (punishable by both
fines and imprisonment), but are also insulting to Native Americans who often consider rock
art to be of spiritual significance. It also destroys a unique and irreplaceable part of the history
and heritage of all Americans. Nevada's rock art is as beautiful and varied as is found
anywhere in the world and is found in an astonishing variety of styles and settings. It is
certainly one of the most compelling traces of the past and deserves to have the same attention
to detail as that paid to other parts of the archaeological record.
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